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Background/Problem Being Solved 
When sharing radiology reports with outside organizations for research or education, all protected health information (PHI) 
must be removed. The use of unstructured text within such reports makes de-identification without loss of relevant clinical 
information a challenging process.   We describe a successful approach for automated and thorough de-identification with 
preservation of clinical content. 
 
Interventions 
Our informatics data warehouse contains over 12 million radiology reports. Associated with each unstructured report are 
several components of structured RIS data (e.g., patient name, MRN, exam date, etc.).  We developed a Python 
application using the Flask framework for a web interface.  The application offers both an API for automated programmatic 
de-identification and an interactive web form for manual report submission. 
 
The application scans report text line by line and then word by word, matching for known elements of PHI mentioned 
above and redacting them.  This is also performed against dictionaries of municipalities, counties, and medical facilities 
within our state.  Via the iterative use of multiple “regular expressions”, the software detects common phrases known to 
likely contain PHI as well as trigger words known to likely be followed by PHI.  Wherever there is PHI or likely PHI, the 
suspect word or phrase is replaced with “REDACTED” as shown below: 
 



 
 

The report is also parsed for dates. This includes standard formats (MM/DD/YYYY) and textual representations such as 
“January 25”.  Dates are then offset by a user-specified number of days. The application contains special processing to 
detect non-standard date formats and ensure these are also obfuscated.     
 
An iterative, heuristic strategy was used for algorithm development with collaboration between radiologists and our 
informatics team.  Each version of the software was tested with sample sets of reports.  A visual diff tool was used for 
comparison of original vs de-identified reports until no instances of residual PHI were found.   
 
Per our privacy officer, a condition for permission to share de-identified reports externally was that 300 randomly selected 
and de-identified reports would all completely meet HIPAA “Safe Harbor” criteria per assessment by independent 
analysts.  
 
Outcome 
Our process successfully passed independent review as described above.  Analysis of residual report text revealed that 
approximately one percent of reports had clinically relevant data removed by the de-identification process.  Usually this 
amounted to redaction of a single word or the ending of a sentence. We have subsequently shared several thousand 
reports externally without a privacy incident.  As a safeguard there is a “quarantine” agreement should PHI be detected by 
a collaborator within a shared report.     
 
Conclusion 
Radiology reports, although replete with unstructured text, can be thoroughly de-identified and made HIPAA Safe-Harbor 
compliant with minimal loss of relevant clinical information via a heuristic algorithmic approach.   
 
Statement of Impact 
The capability we describe facilitates collaboration in research and education.  An example is with Artificial Intelligence / 
Machine Learning systems, where training and testing are facilitated by availability of the radiology report in addition to 
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